
            Pre Purchase Inspection Report
Propellerhead Aviation, Inc.   1225 N Lake Otis Dr SE, Winter Haven, FL 33880 (818) 209-3861

! !                 Aircraft Information:   N4679Q  1972 Cessna 210L   S.N. 21059579

! !                       Tach meter as of 4/16/2011:   8.0 HRS!        Total Time Airframe:    Approx. 4200 hrs  

!                                             Last Annual Completed:     9/19/2005             At:     4192.1  Tach

!  !                        Last Engine overhaul :  2006      Total Time Since Overhaul:  1.0 hrs    

 ! !                        Engine Total Time Since New:  1.0 hrs

! !                        Engine overhauled by:  Factory new by Teledyne Continental Engines

Components

Aircraft:!     Cessna!!                       ! Model:! 210L ! !                       Serial Number:      21059579

Propeller:     Hartzell ! 3 Blade Scimitar! ! Model:! J3YF-1RF/F7691! ! Serial Number:    BLADES

BLADE 1 : SN-K43494! ! ! BLADE 2 : SN-K43495                                       BLADE 3: SN-K43492

Engine:!   LYCOMING ! ! ! Model:! IO-550-P! ! ! Serial Number:      821089-R

Magneto L:  TELEDYNE! ! ! Type:      ! S6RSC-25!  ! Part Number:   10-500556-1

Magneto R:  TELEDYNE! ! ! Type:! S6RSC-25! ! Part Number:    10-500556-1

Vacuum Pump:  Rapco! ! ! Model:       RA215CC!! ! SN: A33783      

Battery:   GILL  -INSTALLED 10/2010! ! Model:! G-242 ! ! ! Serial Number:  N/A

INJECTION SERVO:  TELEDYNE ! ! PN: 653353-3A2 ! !                      Serial Number:   A05GA319R

Alternator:   TELEDYNE! !                      Model:   PN-646843 R !  ! Serial Number:   005KA002R

Oil Cooler: ----------> ! ! ! PN:   10281A! ! ! Serial Number:  G06-4772-539

Fuel Distributor : TELEDYNE! ! ! PN:  646433-6A2 ! ! ! Serial Number: G06-ga342R
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Synopsis

Airframe: This is a project aircraft that was started sometime in between 2005 and 2007.  The 

aircraft has been stripped of all paint and has been taken almost completely apart.  This is a 1972 

210L model.  The 210L was manufactured between 1972-76, there were 2070 built.  This model 

is distinguished because it has the landing lights on the nose. 

Damage history:  I did find damage history on this aircraft.  The aircraft apparently had a gear up 

landing at some point in the past.  The underside belly has been riveted back together and a form 

337 has been filed stating that  a “major” repair had been preformed.   The work appears to be 

preformed in accordance with AC 43.13-1b and is a professional looking repair.  This repair will 

not be very noticeable after the aircraft is painted.   Other damage included the right wing and 

cowling.  Both had dents that had “filler” or “bondo” in the skin.  These dents appear minor in 

severity and are not mentioned in the logbook.   I think when the aircraft is painted they will be 

covered and not noticeable. 

(Pictures of the landing gear repair)
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  (Minor damage to left wing and cowlings.  
  Filled with  “filler” or “bondo” - should not be noticeable after painting.)

Engine:   The engine in this aircraft is a Teledyne Continental IO-550 producing 310 horse power.  The engine is 

brand new and only has 30 minutes of run time on it.   It was manufactured at the factory and is a factory new engine.   

The engine comes with all new accessories, wire and spark plugs.  The engine will need to be run for a couple hours 

and then have the oil filter checked and compression tested.  This needs to be completed by the seller before pur-

chase.

Visual:   AD’s:  This aircraft needs to have all Service Bulletins and Airworthiness Directives complied with before 

the aircraft can be resold and exported to Brasil.  It will take me some time to document and organize all the paper-

work associated with a project this size.

Corrosion-  This aircraft does not appear to have any problems with corrosion.  I inspected many panels and only 

found very minor surface oxidation which can be treated with ACF-50 or similar product.  Inside the wings and tail 

showed very new metal with very little dirt.  (See Photos)

This is a view inside the wing inspection panel
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(Main Spar)

                                                                                 Minor Surface oxidation inside wings    
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Discrepancies - This is not a complete list

Things that need to be fixed before ferry flight and before purchase;

1. Annual inspection or ferry permit

2. All control cable tension checked and control surface travel checked

3. Bleeder caps in brake master cylinders

4.  Troubleshoot and fix gear so it extends  properly - Gear does not extend properly

5.  Need to comply with SID97-3 - Fuel injection servo adjustment

6. Seat rails and interior installed

7. Aircraft logbooks must be updated with all work that has been preformed during restoration

8.  All STC installations must be signed off by Tommy Littlefield or by who installed the engine 

STC, propeller STC, wing tip light STC. -This requires a form 337 filed in Oklahoma City with 

the FAA.  Items needed are for Engine, Propeller, Wingtip Lights.

9.  Need to obtain a engine parts list and a test sheet for the new engine - From Continental En-

gines

10. Door hinges, yokes, weight and balance, fuel control all must be done before ferry flight

11.  Logbook needs to show that the autopilot was removed - and by who?

12.  Need to determine status of Continental Cylinder AD9-16-03

13.  Need to show completed logbook entry and 337 STC for Vortex Generator installation

14.  Need to show completed logbook entry for Atlantic Aero STC for engine mount installation

15.  Need to find 8130 for vacuum pump and overhauled propeller governor

16.  Need to get STC and logbook entry for Cleveland wheel and brake installation 

17.  LANDING GEAR - I did preform a landing gear retraction test and the landing gear failed to 

extend from a retracted position.  - I believe the problem is the squat switches need to be re-

placed.  The seller will fix this problem before purchase.

N4679Q 1972 Cessna 210L
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! ! ! ! ! ! Notice the red hydraulic fluid leaking - it is brake 

fluid and it has been repaired.  All the landing gear system has been overhauled.  Including the ac-

tuator shown in the left photo.  

The gear did not extent properly in the gear swing test - (See video)

N4679Q 1972 Cessna 210L
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Other Items that need to be fixed before export to Brasil
Includes all airplane squawks - All items.

1.  Aircraft must be painted with primer and color coat
2. All paperwork must be organized
3. Need to update aircraft registration
4. Need to install placards inside aircraft in accordance with TCDS
5. Need to install Avionics
6. Aircraft needs annual Inspection

7. Aircraft does not have any antennas - must check with Gulf Coast Avionics to make sure antennas are  
included.

8. Fuel tanks need quantity placards

9. Seat belts will need to be replaced.

10. Will this aircraft contain oxygen for breathing?
11.  Need to create equipment list

12. Weight and Balance must be recalculated - Gulf Coast Avionics can do this

13.  ELT must be installed

14.  Door strikers need to be replaced

15.  Static Wicks need to be replaced
16.  Door jams need to be stripped and repainted

17.  Need to add sound proofing to interior and install interior

18.  Need to purchase new POH (pilot operating handbook)

19.  Need to create a Flight Manual Supplement

20.  Aircraft does not have autopilot
21.  Must have DAR Inpspection

N4679Q 1972 Cessna 210L
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General Costs Estimate to Complete 210L Project 

ITEM
Shop Time 
Required  
(Hours)

Labor Cost 
Minimum

Labor Cost Maximum   
(THIS NUMBER CAN INCREASE 

DUE TO UNFORESEEN PROBLEMS)

Parts Costs Lead Time / 
Time Frame

AIRFRAME SERVICE 
BULLETINS COMPLI-
ANCE - PAPERWORK 

ONLY - this is to 
research the service 
bulletins and airwor-

thiness directives

AIRFRAME ACTUAL 
SERVICE BULLETIN 

COMPLIANCE - 
ACTUAL LABOR - this 
is for labor to inspect 

the aircraft

ORGANIZE LOG-
BOOK 

PARTS ESTIMATE - 
EXTRA PARTS

Interior Work

Paint Job Estimate

ELT Install

Autopilot

Seatbelts

RESEARCH - time 
required to research 
what other parts are 

needed or required to 
finish the airplane

TOTAL ESTIMATED 
LABOR

STATIC WICKS

20-30 hrs $1,500 $2,500 - Time to re-

search AD compli-

ance and Service Bul-

letin work

$100 2 Weeks

20-80 hrs $1,500 $6,000 - This is a 

variable expense de-

pending on what AD 

or SB is required.

N/A N/A

10 $750 $1000.00 - Time re-

quired to organize 

logbook paperwork

$200 - 

Logbook 

System AD 

LOG

2 Weeks

N/A $15,000 $15,000 - $25,000 Extra Parts N/A

N/A 3K - 6K To install Interior N/A 1 Month

N/A $8-10K Waiting for Estimate N/A 1 Month

6 $350 $300 - $400 $850 1 week

N/A 20k - 30K Gulf Coast Avionics N/A 1 Month

10 $750 $1,000 $2,000 1 Month

30-40 hrs $2,250 $5,000 N/A 3 Months

300 

Hours

$22,500 ESTIMATE ONLY N/A 3 Months

N/A N/A INSTALL AFTER 

PAINT

$500 N/A

N4679Q 1972 Cessna 210L
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ITEM
Shop Time 
Required  
(Hours)

Labor Cost 
Minimum

Labor Cost Maximum   
(THIS NUMBER CAN INCREASE 

DUE TO UNFORESEEN PROBLEMS)

Parts Costs Lead Time / 
Time Frame

DAR INSPECTION N/A $1,500 DAR INSPECTION N/A N/A

* The total labor is hard to estimate.  This estimate is a guess.  I will charge $75.00  per hour for every hour I work 

on the aircraft. 

* TO EXPLAIN THIS CHART -  I will update this list as I find more quotes on items prices.  I would figure all costs 

on the high side

COMPONENT WORTH IN PARTS - ITEMIZED
(This is what is currently installed on the aircraft now)

Item
Value / Estimated 

Worth Notes

Scimitar Hartzell Propeller $12,000.00 This propeller is about $13,000 New

Atlantic Aero STC Cost $10,000.00 Just an estimate for the STC cost

Wingtip Light STC $3,000.00 Alternating Lights on wingtips

Overhauled Propeller Governor $2,000.00

New Oil Cooler $2,000.00

Factory Cont IO-550-P $45,000.00

New Over Voltage Sensor $750.00

New Vacuum Pump $350.00

Hydraulic Pump Overhauled - Gear $2,000.00

Some new cables and pulleys $5,000.00

New Instruments $6,000.00

Cleveland Wheels and Brakes $3,000.00

New Tires and Bearings $350.00

New Glass $5,000.00

New Exhaust Manifolds $3,000.00

Labor to install these items $10,000.00 -Low Labor Estimate

New Interior covering $3,000.00
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Item
Value / Estimated 

Worth Notes

New Engine Mount $2,000.00

JPI Engine Monitoring System $2,000.00 At Least- without labor

AIRCRAFT VALUE - WITHOUT COM-
PONENTS -BASE VALUE

$25,000.00 Aircraft Value without all these 
components

New gear switches and door handles $1,500.00

TOTAL AIRCRAFT VALUE - ESTI-
MATE

$144,950.00 *THIS IS A LOW ESTIMATE, 
THE AIRCRAFT IS PROBABLY 

WORTH MORE

Recommendations:   The understanding of the above table is important.  It shows that although there are many 

parts to this aircraft that are worth much money, it does not automatically mean that the aircraft will be worth that 

much money.  The seller of the aircraft may come down in price, however it may be a lesson because you may also 

have to lower your selling price to actually sell the aircraft.

This aircraft is a great aircraft to use as a project, however it will be very hard to put an exact price on restoring the 

plane.  I am trying to get a estimate as accurate as possible but it is hard and very time consuming. 

I will continue to update the parts list and get a more accurate estimate of my time.   Use this report to research the 

time required and expenses required to determine if this is will be a profitable venture.   This is a mere starting point 

in determining how much the total project will cost. 

If you are interested in continuing this project I will begin a more accurate estimate of all items. 

Please review all the photos and documents that I will email you and let me know what questions you have.

END
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